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Abstract
This paper will present examples of fractal geometry with their respective 

techniques of analysis in order to illustrate the foundations for a quantitative study of the

t natural world. The first section studies dimension, both self-similar measure and

Hausdorff-Besicovitch measure, emphasizing the idea of dimension as a measure rather 

than as a number of degrees of freedom. The second section presents random, 

statistically self-similar fractals. A topologically one-dimensional construction found in 

fair games of chance leads to the Levy flight, a topologically two-dimensional example 

that gives a model for the distribution of galaxies as viewed from Earth.
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Introduction
Throughout history, man has sought to understand his world. In the scientific 

disciplines, this has led to the development of methods for the quantification of natural

< phenomena. Aside from the thoughts and musings of the human mind, our environment

provides some of the most prolific examples of fractal geometry. The computer-generated 

images which represent specific examples of fractal geometry can be breathtaking in their 

form. However in their function, they represent some of the most sophisticated ideas in

mathematics. The fundamental concepts behind some of the simplest constructs are

counterintuitive at best. But in studying fractal geometry, one finds a methodology which 

is almost by design. Some of the most abstract and seemingly unrelated aspects of 

quantifying ideas can be applied to the analysis of the constructs of man's mind and of 

nature. This paper will present examples of fractal geometry with their respective 

techniques of analysis in order to illustrate the foundations for a quantitative study of the

natural world.

The first section studies dimension, both self-similar measure and Hausdorff-

Besicovitch measure. Though it is a very sophisticated concept, the essential elements of 

the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension are presented in order to give validity and 

consistency to simpler methods of analysis. This section emphasizes the idea of dimension

as a measure rather than the number of degrees of freedom.

The second section presents random, statistically self-similar fractals. The first is a

topologically one-dimensional construction found in fair games of chance. This leads to 

the Levy flight, a topologically two-dimensional example that gives one of the most 

compelling models of cosmological structure.
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Dimension
To most undergraduate students the idea of dimension is something they can 

recognize but might not easily define. In light of the development of fractal geometry, a

< good definition of dimension is crucial. It requires something more elaborate than the

familiar Euclidean scheme of a one-dimensional line, a two-dimensional area, and a three-

dimensional volume. The values for the dimension might not be integral. And even if they

are, the object could still be a fractal; the famous Mandelbrot set has Hausdorff- 

Besicovitch dimension of 2 (Bown [Shishikura] 1991). In fact, Euclidean n-space might 

not even be involved (Mandelbrot 1983).

In the work of Felix Hausdorff (1868 - 1942), we find a solution to quantifying 

dimension for fractal geometry. A full treatise of the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is 

beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, an elementary understanding is necessary to 

show validity for the ideas expressed here. As an introduction, we look at the idea of self

similarity.

Self-Similarity

Two objects are similar when they have features that are the same. Two triangles 

with equal corresponding interior angles are said to be similar regardless of the length of 

the sides. So when one looks at these triangles, their shapes will be similar although their

• sizes will differ. This is the same idea for self-similarity in that an object will remain

similar to itself when its size is scaled up or down. A straight line of length one will look
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like a straight line even if its length is multiplied by three. We can use this idea to talk

about dimension.

Take for example a line of length one. When we increase its length by three and 

count the number of pieces that are similar to the original, we get three. If we have a unit 

square and increase it by a factor of three, we have nine pieces similar to the original. The

same holds for a unit cube which will have twenty-seven pieces similar to the original

when scaled up by three. Let 5 be the scaling factor and N be the number of pieces with 

the relation N = sd. For the line of N = 3 pieces and 5 = 3 we have

3 = 3d

For the square,

9 = 3d

And for the cube,

27 = 3d

From here it is easy to conclude that d = 1 for the line, d = 2 for the square, and d = 3

for cube. This d represents the “self-similar dimension” (Barcellos 1984).

log?/ 
log 5

It is important to note that s and N do not have to be integral. For example, a unit 

length can be increased by s = 1.5. Then with d = 1, we have N - 1.5. The same 5 on a

• unit square (d = 2) will give N = 2.25. What is even more important is the realization

that d does not have to be integral. In order to illustrate this, we examine the Koch

snowflake.
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Koch Snowflake

The “snowflake” was the product of the Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch 

in 1904. To create it, one takes an equilateral triangle and replaces each side with a line 

segment of length X the original such that another equilateral triangle of side X is affixed

to the midpoint of the sides of the original triangle. The construction of one side is 

illustrated in Figure 1.

step 3

Figure 1
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Figure 1 shows the self-similar regions of this construction which are the line 

segments that make up each triangle. Assuming a unit side, each side is replaced by one of 

length X • So one-fourth of the curve can be scaled up by a factor of three to produce the

curve. At the «th stage of construction, the length of the curve is of the original with

each segment scaled up by a factor of 3n to reproduce the original length (Barcellos 

1984). By the above formula for d we then have

= ! 2619
log 3

The above discussion of self-similarity ultimately leads to the idea of dimension for 

self-similar constructs. Although the integral values of the self-similar dimension found in 

the examples of the unit line, the unit square, and the unit cube correspond to the more 

common idea of degrees of freedom, they belong to a more general idea of the “measure” 

of an object. In more formal analysis we consider the measure of a set.

e

Hausdorff-Besicovitch Dimension

The Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is a much more appropriate method for 

assessing the dimension of fractals. The key to understanding it lies in the fact that fractal 

dimension is not a topological idea but a metric one. That is, it is one of measure 

(Mandelbrot 1983). A measure can be thought of as a quantification of a set. For 

example, a Euclidean measure of the interval [0,l] would be a unit length. A measure is

also called a metric and the space where such measures of distance are well-defined is 

called a metric space (Kasriel 1971).
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A measure can be obtained by a covering. A collection of sets [Ga is said to 

be a cover of a set £ if E c (JaeX Ga (Gaughan 1993). For example, one could think of a 

square S of area a and four smaller squares {5,, s2,s3, yj each of area

ai >Ya, 11,2,3,4 . An estimate of the area for S is found by placing the smaller 

squares on top of S, covering its area. The area of the four smaller squares is then 

summed to give an estimate for the area of S.

Let us begin with a metric space Q. We now consider a set S in Q. In order to

estimate a measure of S, we establish a finite covering of 5 with spherical regions 

(Lefschetz 1949) or closed balls (Kasriel 1971) of radius p and centers coj. We then

sum the collection of these individual measures in order to get a measure for S. S can be 

covered in many different ways, leading to different sums. The infimum or greatest lower 

bound (value) of these different sums gives an approximate measure for S (Barcellos 

1984).

Let R be the radius of the largest single ball that will cover S. Then balls with a 

radius p <R will give a more accurate covering of S in the same way that smaller

rectangles will better approximate the area under a curve. To represent the ball we use a 

gauge function /?(/?), which represents the measure of a ball of radius p. Then the

measure of S will be

infp<R E/?(p)

The inf(p) < R since there are fewer coverings determined by p than by R (Barcellos

1984). So when the limit is taken as p —> 0 we have
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r(i+«)‘

hm inf « Z/?(p)
p_>0 r

for the measure of S.

The gauge function h(p) may be determined by £2 (Mandelbrot 1983). For the

standard Euclidean shapes there exists a value d such that 

A(p) = y(d}pd

where

r(<0 =

Here T(x) denotes the standard gamma (factorial) function. For this definition of /?(/?),

the measure is called ^/-dimensional measure (Mandelbrot 1983).

If £2 is Euclidean w-space, we have y yielding factors that correspond to

conventional measures of area and volume. For n = 2, the balls are disks with area

bounded above by nr1 with n = /(2). For w = 3, the balls cover a volume with each

ball's volume bounded above by with = Z(3) (Barcellos 1984).

The measure of S will either be infinite, zero, or positive and finite. This depends 

upon the choice of d. Besicovitch showed that for a standard shape of unknown 

dimension, there will exist some DH such that the tZ-dimensional measure will be infinite

for d <Dh and zero for d> DH. It is the DH which is called the Hausdorff-Besicovitch

dimension of S. Hausdorff showed that for nonintegral DH, the above h(p) establishes a

finite and positive J-dimensional measure to the Koch curve (Mandelbrot 1983) which is
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again d = « 1.2619. This is also true for the Cantor dust as seen in the next section on

power laws.

Fractals which are random even though they are statistically self-similar (see Levy 

Flights) have gauge fimctions which can be substantially more complicated. But if one is 

restricted to the measure of geometrically self-similar constructs, the Hausdorff- 

Besicovitch dimension becomes easy to calculate.

Power Laws

To approximate the length of a curve, we can break its length into N segments of 

length r. The length estimate is then given by (Schroeder 1991)

L(r) = Nr.

This approximation becomes better as r gets smaller. If we take the limit as r —> 0, then L 

approaches the length of the curve. This idea works well for smooth curves but not for

fractal ones.

Since the curves or wiggles in a fractal curve like the Koch curve become finer and

more numerous, the product N ■ r goes to infinity. Yet this product behaves according to 

the following homogeneous power law (Schroeder 1991)

This resembles the (/-dimensional measure for S with DH corresponding to d. Although 

the gauge function can be intrinsic to a set S, we will use an arbitrary function. In the 

above power law, h(p) - pd . When these coverings are summed, we simply get a count

N.
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Now there will still exist some critical exponent DH such that h(p) will not

diverge to infinity or zero. This DH is the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension from the

above section. We now have the expression

Dh - lim
r-»0

log TV 
l°g(X)

If we are looking at an area instead of a curve, the number of disks N will be 

proportional to the area instead of the length / (Schroeder 1991).

We can use this to compare the self-similar result for the Koch snowflake. Let r0

equal some initial length for a segment. At the nth generation, r - r0(x)” ~ % w'"

correspond to A being proportional to 4" (Schroeder 1991). The above result for DH

will then be

log 4 
log 3

1.26

which is the same as the previous result.

The Cantor dust was the other set shown by Hausdorlf to have a finite and positive 

^/-dimensional measure (Mandelbrot 1983). Simply stated, this set is constructed as 

follows. First take the line segment on the interval [0,l]. One then removes the open 

middle third interval (X,M) • This is then done to each remaining segment and so on.

What is left is a very fine “dust” as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2
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The set's length is zero but we can still characterize the remaining pieces. This is 

done in the same way as the Koch curve. At each stage of the construction n, each piece 

will have length r = r0(x)” = % corresponding to A being proportional to 2" (Schroeder 

1991). This gives

Dh = * 0 63
log3

This idea of a measure for the remaining dust is seen in Levy flights.



Levy Flights
Levy flights, named after the French mathematician Paul Levy (1886 - 1971), give 

a striking representation of how galaxies are distributed when viewed from Earth. This is

undoubtedly one of the most interesting applications of fractal geometry which takes its 

origin from a seemingly unrelated area.

Games Of Chance

A good analogy to use in developing the Levy flight is a function of a player's 

capital, K(t), in a fair game of chance (Schroeder 1991). The amount of capital will

fluctuate throughout the game and can be negative if the player gets credit from the house. 

But more importantly, K will have zeros. In looking at Figure 3, we can see a plot of K 

for a sample game of 100 tries and 1000 tries with AAT = A/ = 1.
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It is apparent that the zeros will group or cluster together. These zeros can be 

located by the intervals that run between them. In order to understand Levy flights, it is 

necessary to understand how these intervals occur. In other words, how are these lengths

distributed for a game of t plays?

First, we must consider the probability of the occurrence of an interval of length z 

and denote it by p(z). The hypothetical game can be played forever, i.e. the amount of 

capital resources is infinite. As the game is played longer, p(z) for large z will approach 

the power law (Schroeder 1991)

p(z) &c-za 1« z < t

where c is a constant.

What is also apparent from Figure 3, is that the clustering of zeros happens 

independent of scale. Therefore the record of the player’s capital will exhibit self

similarity. The square of the scaling factor for K is equal to the scaling factor for f. this 

implies that the number of expected zeros No ~ (Schroeder 1991). We now have the

mean interval length z = /n0 being proportional to . This mean interval length can also 

be thought of as an expected value for Z, a random variable denoting the length of an

interval. We then have

e
z = E(z) = f z ■ p(z)dz J2

= J° z ■ p(z)dz +J c-za+xdz

= C(z0) + 

= C('0) +

= C0o) +

C z«+2

C ^a + 2

a+2

a + 2

a + 2 a+2 0
c

a + 2

C ,a+2



Here to is chosen sufficiently large to justify use of the asymptotic form for p(z) and 

C(zo) is simply a constant dependent on t0. Since the game is played infinitely long in this 

example, the Z“+2 term will dominate over both Z"+2 and C(z0). We then have

• z *cx-ta+2 ~tYl

where c, = • This approximation for the mean length and the fact that it is

proportional to tYl imply that a = -3/2 (Schroeder 1991). p(z) is now 

p(z) « c ■ z~Yl 1« z < Z

We are now ready to discuss the distribution of these lengths.

A traditional cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(z) is as follows (Hogg and

Tanis 1993)

F(z) = P(Z < z) = 1 - P(Z > z)

= 1-Jp(^

= 1 - J c • z~Ydz

= l + 2c-z'^|

= l-2c-z’x

where P(Z > z) = 2c • z”^. This is called a survival function of z in that we are concerned 

with lengths z » 1 as Z —> oo. We now have

F(z) = 1 - cs • z~Y z » 1

for the CDF of the problem where cs - 2c. The constant cs is a constant scaling factor 

like the scaling factor 5 in the above discussion of self-similarity dimension.
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What this cumulative distribution function shows is how the zero-free intervals

occur. In order to generate these lengths, we need the inverse of this CDF (Hogg and 

Tanis 1993). If we set F(z) equal toj/ and solve for z we will have an appropriate inverse

CDF

j = l-c5-z^ 

cs-z~% =l-y

= F-'M

To produce a length z based on the distribution given by the original CDF, we 

apply the inverse CDF to a random number chosen uniformly from [0,l]. When these

lengths are joined together along the t axis, their endpoints will give the locations of zeros 

for K. Since the probability of occurrence p(z) for each interval is independent, where

they are placed is random. Figure 4 shows the zeros for 100 and 1000 lengths. Compare 

the similarity of this figure with the clustering of axis crossings in Figure 3.

100 lengths

1000 lengths

Figure 4

• Like the Cantor dust, the zeros will produce a dust whose clustering is determined

by the CDF. Its Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is equal to the negative of the exponent 

in the CDF, DH = X (Mandelbrot 1983; Schroeder 1991). This clustering is similar on all



scales. In other words, when a cluster of zeros is magnified, it will contain several zero 

free intervals distributed accordingly. The same is true for the magnification of clusters of 

galaxies (Mandelbrot 1983). With this idea, we proceed to the Levy flight.

* Levy Flight

A Levy flight is made up of lengths that are strung together and plotted in two 

dimensions. The lengths are independent and isotropic. This means that a length's 

placement in the plane does not depend on any others. The lengths are distributed 

according to the following homogeneous power law (Schroeder 1991)

P(z) - c■z~D

This P(z) is the same as the one found for the distribution of lengths in the gambler's ruin.

However, since the Levy flight is two-dimensional, D = X will not suffice. Based on

comparison with galactic data, the “best” selection for D in the Levy flight is 1.26 

(Mandelbrot 1983). This produces the most compelling portrayal of the distribution of 

galaxies as viewed from Earth (Hawking 1988). Figure 5 shows sample Levy flights for 

100, 500, and 1000 lengths.

These, however, do not look like clusters of galaxies. In the gambler's example,

we were ultimately interested in how the zeros of the function of the gambler's capital 

were clustered. The zeros were located at the endpoints of the zero-free intervals

• distributed according to the CDF we found. In the two-dimensional Levy flight, the 

endpoints of the intervals are found at the “turns” in the flight: where the lengths are 

connected. Figure 6 shows the previous flights from Figure 5 with the lengths removed,

15

leaving only the turns.
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7000 lengths

Figure 5
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100 lengths

-... *

500 lengths

1000 lengths 

Figure 6

Upon magnification, these clusters will look similar as argued before.



Conclusion
In studying a self-similarity dimension we introduced the idea of measure and then 

strengthened the idea with the methods of Hausdorff and Besicovitch. With this, we were 

able to express the idea of a measure of a “dust”.

In Section 2, random, statistically self-similar fractals used to model the 

distribution of galaxies found their origins in the study of a fair game of chance. These 

Levy flights also produced a dust, the measure of which was given meaning by Section 1.

In most disciplines, theories come about as abstract ideas of no particular practical 

application. Nowhere is this process more prevalent than in mathematics. And one of its 

premier examples to this effect is fractal geometry. In spite of the formality and rigor of 

the methodology, fractal geometry still clings to the spirit in which it was first conceived at 

the turn of the century. The “monsters” of Hilbert, Peano, Cantor, and Julia are only 

considered “tamed” because they now provide a basis for the structure of the analysis of 

so many varied applications. Yet there is still magic to be found in exploring these early 

constructions. Even Mandelbrot considers his definition of the term fractal “rigorous and 

tentative” and “...continue[s] to believe that one would do better without a definition” 

(Mandelbrot 1983). It is precisely this abstract, almost inconclusive attitude that has 

allowed fractal geometry a footing in so many varied disciplines. It is also what will

> hopefully keep alive its unconventional spirit.
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